ABSTRACT The use of robust security solutions is a must for the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and their applications: regulators in different countries are creating frameworks for certifying those devices with an acceptable security level. However, even for already certified devices, security protocols have to be updated when a breach is found or a certain version becomes obsolete. Many approaches for securing IoT applications are nowadays based on the integration of a security layer [e.g., using transport layer security, (TLS)], but this may result in difficulties when upgrading the security algorithms, as the whole application has to be updated. This fact may shorten the life of IoT devices. As a way to overcome these difficulties, this paper presents IoTsafe, a novel approach relying on secure socket shell (SSH), a feasible alternative to secure communications in IoT applications based on hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP and HTTP/2). In order to illustrate its advantages, a comparison between the traditional approach (HTTP with TLS) and our scheme (HTTP with SSH) is performed over low-power wireless personal area networks (6loWPAN) through 802.15.4 interfaces. The results show that the proposed approach not only provides a more robust and easy-to-update solution, but it also brings an improvement to the overall performance in terms of goodput and energy consumption. Core server stress tests are also presented, and the server performance is also analyzed in terms of RAM consumption and escalation strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the emergence of Machine to Machine communications has led to predictions talking of billions of devices connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] . The main features traditionally considered when developing new products for this field, i.e. functionality, cost and energy consumption, have been surpassed by connectivity, and also by security: the future development of the IoT may be compromised if security is not seriously addressed. In fact, in recent surveys carried out by the IEEE IoT Initiative [2] , [3] , security was identified as the first concern between the developers of IoT solutions. Indeed, the lack of security may incur hidden costs that technology and software business have to face.
At present, as the amount of IoT devices is increasing exponentially in time, they can easily become a useful tool
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for hackers to perform massive Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on sensible business facilities [4] . This should force these devices to either get patched, disconnected from the Internet or replaced by new ones, due to the impossibility of upgrading them. However, this is unlikely to happen, as their owners may not be noticing any side effect [5] . As a consequence, governments will be forced to legislate in nearby future, as the lack of security in IoT devices may represent a global threat [6] . Periodical software patching should be mandatory, as well as the possibility of IoT devices ''upgrading themselves on a regular basis, in a painless manner, without all the fear and loathing that accompanies software upgrades today'' [7] .
New disruptive threats as those compromising the supply security chain [8] can be rendered into huge exploits particularly in servers. As an example, Python services can become unsecure since their conception, as developers might inadvertently use compromised libraries, or even include fake software packages into their designs through old techniques such as typo squatting [9] .
As a result, it is acknowledged that a major cause of nowadays' most common security flaws lies with user's and programmer's lack of sensitivity towards security best practices [10] . Mitigating this trend can be a difficult path. Therefore, in addition to relieving the user's responsibility over security in IoT devices, it would be advisable to simplify the work of the developers by means of security decoupling. This would reduce software design requirements, leaving the security supply chain out of consideration.
The implementation of preventive measures against security breaches should become a major concern, as TLS security mitigations (or any other) cannot be easily deployed, particularly once elevated privileges are achieved in Linux servers ''since they are at the same privilege level as the kernel, and thus hard to defend against'' [11] . Regarding SSH, ''There are no mitigating factors for this'' either (see section 9.5.1. End Point Security of [12] ).
Concerning IoT devices security, it is clear that highly constrained hardware has the advantage of its difficulty of being hacked, as optimized hardware cannot be a target of generic automated attacks. However, communication data might still be compromised: a recent publication by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [13] states that a product life cycle may be limited by the weakness of its security protocols and algorithms, forcing to upgrade hardware before its deadline or to perform software updating procedures which might be tedious and expensive. This is mainly because hardware is usually deeply optimized to accomplish its original designed functionality, in order to save costs in mass production and to extend batteries' life. However, this fact limits software updating capabilities, forcing end users to acquire new up-to-date products.
In addition, certain regulation trends in Europe such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [14] , require systems providing ''privacy by design'', which inherently requires the ''security by design'' approach stated in the ''Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT'' addressed by the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security [15] . This could make unfeasible the use of highly constrained devices in some scenarios, as they are usually impossible to be upgraded with enough flexibility. In the next section we include a summary of ongoing regulation efforts aimed at providing security to the Internet of Things.
According to different surveys [2] , [3] , it can be deduced that the development time for IoT devices is shortening as a business policy. The most demanded application protocols are currently HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport), as they are long standing and easy to handle. Multipurpose hardware is also the prefered alternative whenever possible, as it is less constrained and allows more flexibility when energy consumption is not the most relevant feature. These pieces of hardware allow to use solutions based on generic POSIX (e.g. Operating Systems fulfilling certain standards compliance for compatibility such as Linux), rather than baremetal, and this alternative is becoming dominant too [2] .
However, all these features make it easier for hackers to take control of IoT devices. This can happen if security and updating are not addressed carefully, as multipurpose hardware and software can be used to run arbitrary applications, including malicious ones. Therefore, unkown vulnerabilities also become quickly widespread, and hacking into them in an automated fashion becomes feasible. Although new vulnerabilities in communication and security protocols might be rapidly disclosed, urgent updatings are difficult to deploy, even if they become mandatory. Furthermore, options as replacing entire devices or depending on the final user should be better avoided.
In this context, an approach based on decoupling the security of IoT devices from applications can expedite progress towards the achievement of the following goals:
• Reduced development costs and maintenance during product life cycle.
• Easier ''security-by-design'' implementations.
• Scalability and interoperability in cross-domain IoT environments.
• An easier and inexpensive way to certificate device compliance to security regulation.
• A simpler security market: hackers love complexity.
• A reusable security pattern not limiting the traditional design of vertical solutions: it is possible incorporate IoTsafe into already deployed projects with no changes in IoT devices' software design.
• Reduced human interaction when upgrading software. Neither the interaction with the original software development team (usually no longer available), nor with the final user are required, as upgrades can happen on an automated fashion. All in all, the contribution of the present paper can be summarized as:
• The proposal of IoTsafe, an approach relying on SSH, able to decouple security from core IoT applications in IoT devices, allowing a set of security improvements in IoT environments based on HTTP.
• In order to illustrate its advantages, a comparison between the traditional approach (HTTP with TLS) and our scheme (HTTP with SSH) is performed over Lowpower Wireless Personal Area Networks (6loWPAN) through 802.15.4 interfaces.
• An important element, namely the IoT Host Server, is analyzed by means of stress tests related to RAM consumption and escalation strategies. The remainder of the article is organized as follows: in the next section we summarize the status of the ongoing regulation efforts in Europe and the United States, as we consider it a major contextual factor required to be considered when pondering the problems addressed by IoTsafe. Section III summarizes the Related Work; the Proposed Framework is explained in section IV, and section V details the Test Scenarios. The results concerning IoT devices are presented in VOLUME 7, 2019 section VI and the ones related to IoT Host Servers are detailed in section VII. The paper ends with the Conclusions.
II. ONGOING REGULATION EFFORTS FOR IOT SECURITY
Many regulation efforts are in place, encouraging IoT business to seriously address security into their projects, products and services, to overcome previous limitations of current software and devices. This behavior will result into a productivity increase in the mid and long term, both for IoT developers and clients, henceforth transforming security into a major market differentiator. Two examples of this trend are found in the European Union and the United States of America; particularly the former is strongly pushing this paradigm change through regulations, as mere competition in market could not be enough.
In order tackle these challenges, the European Commission has brought forward a proposal of regulation known as the ''Cybersecurity Act'' [16] to establish a European Cybersecurity Certification Framework for Information and Communication Technology (ICT) products and services. 1 The European Cybersecurity organization members on the EU Certification Framework have already presented some ideas [17] that may outline future regulations. In order to provide guidance and help to fulfill future certifications and regulations, the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) has also published a set of baseline security recommendations for IoT [15] .
In the United States, new possible regulations are being proposed in the IoT Cybersecurity Improvement Act [18] and would require IoT vendors to certify vital features as the ability of IoT devices to get patched whenever security updates are available.
These certifications will improve surveillance on IoT devices and the use they are intended for. If cybersecurity is not governed, it will add further uncertainty which may prevent users from trusting devices, and investors from including these technologies into their business [17] .
These regulations might derivate in liability responsibilities under a cybersecurity breach. It is unclear how extra-contractual and contractual liability could flow from a cybersecurity attack to the software vendor. It is clear such liability between main parties: the attacker (final responsible) and the end user as the victim. Alas, once the software vendor is required to be certified, it will have to perform further actions than the ones addressed today if its device or software was actually put into market with unknown vulnerabilities.
However, in our view, these efforts for enforcing cybersecurity certification are not enough: one problem with static certification of products is that its validity ends as soon as new unpatched vulnerabilities are disclosed. Therefore, certification schemes need to be more flexible [17] , and to take into account the management of software patches during a product life cycle. Thus, it is imperative to search for disruptive approaches that allow to address these issues on a standard way. This would enable the emergence of effective and reliable solutions with low complexity, able to prevent security flaws from being overseen, and rendered into exploits by hackers. It should be taken into account that simpler approaches tend to gather less design vulnerabilities and help to improve security [19] .
According to Gartner Inc. [20] , security has frequently been implemented mostly in an ad-hoc manner for each vertical project at the business-unit level. Besides, no coordination via a common architecture or a consistent security strategy has usually been defined, thus difficulting reuse and interoperability. However, developing different verticals for every project would skyrocket the security resources required in nearby future.
IoT security components in the industry are only now just starting to be addressed across established IT security standards bodies, consortium organizations and vendor alliances. This leads to a scenario in which, by 2021, regulatory compliance will become the prime influence for IoT security uptake, increasing security budget by 240% since 2016 [20] .
All in all, this investment could be further profitable or even cut down if products and software are designed not only to fulfil certification at a certain moment. The inclusion of a procedure for automatic and mandatory updating, based on security decoupling, could be put in place. This would increase the reliability at different levels: software, product, clients and the rest of the Internet. Thus, mandatory updates on security should not affect existing certifications, service contracts, and the functionality on the rest of the software, sensibly reducing software maintenance cost in the mid and long term, and allowing devices to have longer life cycles.
III. RELATED WORK A. DECOUPLING SECURITY FROM APPLICATIONS
Security decoupling techniques have usually been addressed with complementary specific hardware [21] . This approach barely constrains any design or requirement of main software or hardware. Likewise, it also sidesteps possible main hardware and software limitations, particularly in security features. One example of the use of specific hardware for securing sensible procedures is credit card payment, which can be performed through Payment Card Industry -Pin Transaction Security (PCI-PTS) approved payment devices [22] . This technology has become the general rule in points of sale where credit card payment is required. Besides, an approved PTS integrated in points of sale facilities is most welcome by businesses required for a GDPR regulation compliance.
The use of a more integrated solution has also been achieved through cryptographic Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) exploiting each circuit's specific uncopiable and unique hardware features of unpredictable (but repeatable) response [23] . Cryptographic PUF functions require less hardware and energy than traditional algorithms, and their reliability is based on the unpredictability of some features every single chip has. Decoupling security from applications, using this hardware-based technology, has been proposed as a solution for IoT environments [24] and particularly for firmware update procedures [25] .
However, some studies have shown that the major feature of these functions (the inability of being copied) can be overridden under specific circumstances [26] . In many cases, the equipment and tools required for this feat is not worth the hacking success [27] , but this fact demonstrates that certain implementations only based on this technology might not be secure enough in all possible scenarios. In this regard, recent research has provided important results in straightforward cloning when XOR PUF functions are used in RFID technology using inexpensive generic hardware and software (and just in milliseconds) [28] . Nevertheless, PUF should be considered a highly promising technology, currently under heavy development, that will overcome such limitations, particularly in conjunction with nanotechnology [29] and machine learning [30] .
A network level approach aimed at decoupling security for applications has also been addressed, to a certain extent, through Software Defined Network's (SDN) configurations. A reactive and coordinated response to certain attacks can be automated, providing a successful response when mitigating them in IoT environments, and protecting other devices before imminent attacks may happen [31] .
Decoupling security and applications using just software is also feasible, but it requires the use of powerful enough IoT devices so as to handle a non bare-metal solution: almost any device able to run an OS suffices, even the most constrained ones. This solution should be able to run stand-alone complimentary security software/firmware. Alas, this would irremediably require less constrained devices with more hardware features, mainly RAM, ROM, and also demanding more energy.
IoT middleware solutions [32] offer hardware abstraction in order to increase interoperability and improve security [33] . These approaches help to decouple security from software design [34] . However, as the abstraction layer is embedded into the IoT device, it eventually holds together (in common/related binaries) the implementations and configurations of the security protocols (generally based on TLS/DTLS). Therefore, a security upgrade also requires a middleware update so as to incorporate these changes into the embedded IoT device layer. A feature that could be desirable for a better security decoupling solution should be the ability of upgrading them without requiring an update in IoT middleware.
Such security decoupling approach is possible in these kind of middlewares, if device abstraction software and Core IoT application are embedded in different binaries (Fig. 1) . In this case, a successful security decoupling can be achieved whenever an upgrade in the middleware platform concerning security only applies to device abstraction binaries, and does not change the internal API that the Core IoT application requires to communicate through the device abstraction layer. Anyhow, a security decoupling for the IoT middleware would still be advisory in order to reduce patching times and to simplify the middleware architecture. Otherwise, the security decoupling problem would have just been moved towards middleware software implementation.
The hardware of IoT devices sets a limitation for the software they can run. In many cases, microcontrollers have been widely used as hardware platforms when developing IoT devices, due to their low power consumption and reduced price. Additionally, new protocols especially tailored for IoT traffic, able to run in constrained nodes and networks, have been developed, as e.g. the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [35] , a REpresentational State Transfer (REST) protocol to be used in low-power and loss-prone environments. Due, the restricted capabilities of these microcontrollers may lead to insecure implementations [36] , and to the impossibility of future and remote updating [37] . This may be the case when the changes needed in core cryptographic functions involve different mathematical operators: for example, recent vulnerabilities discovered on the standard Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm require major changes in the transition to elliptic curves [38] .
However, not all IoT pieces of hardware are so limited in terms of processing power. In fact, many of them do have processors capable of advanced computations, as e.g. System on a Chip (SoC) devices [39] . Therefore, in a significant number of cases, more mature security solutions can be employed where decoupling security is feasible, as the use of these emerging hardware architectures with higher capabilities is appropriate, whilst energy consumption and pricing can be maintained in reasonable levels.
The scheme proposed in this document represents a contribution to resolve the security problems of IoT devices with a certain level of processing capacity (e.g. SoC devices). VOLUME 7, 2019 In these cases, those potential vulnerabilities could be resolved by just upgrading this modular security software remotely.
Some examples of companies developing SoC/SoM devices where this approach is feasible are Emcraft, Pengutronix and Beck-ipc, among many others. Some relevant technical IoT examples where this scheme could be implemented are: a) ARM9 Linux-based embedded devices for industrial purposes [40] ; b) FPGAs hosting small IoT Linux-based platforms [41] ; c) approaches based on embedded Linux OS in wireless microcontroller chips [42] .
B. LIMITATIONS OF TLS/DTLS
Software security solutions are frequently provided by means of TLS/DTLS (Transport Layer Security / Datagram Transport Layer Security) [43] , but these techniques alone may not be so practical for the kind of constrained environments addressed in IoT projects. For example, TLS may easily suffer from man-in-the-middle attacks if certificate authorities are not properly validated by the IoT devices [44] , [45] , thus requiring some sort of complimentary authentication procedures [46] .
Besides, TLS has to be linked to IoT core applications' binaries, leading to difficult security updates as it is shown in Fig. 2 . In this context, SSH may represent a valid alternative to TLS in scenarios using TCP and higher layer protocols like HTTP. It should be taken into account that mature and largely tested implementations of SSH (e.g. OpenSSH, DropBear) are available. Additionally, man-in-the-middle attacks can be easily mitigated 2 in SSH through public/private key authentication (different for each device) without requiring further development. The processing requirements of SSH can be comparable to those of TLS when running key exchange algorithms, ciphers and message authentication codes, as they share many of these algorithms. But the main advantage of using SSH is the simplification in the upgrading procedures, particularly when a security flaw is detected or a feature becomes obsolete or unsecure, as SSH implementations can work standalone in POSIX-like environments. As shown in Fig. 3 , in these cases SSH is not a part of the firmware or the core IoT application itself, but another software element that can be updated without modifying the core IoT application. This can be considered as a major advantage with respect to standard 2 https://www.ssh.com/attack/man-in-the-middle TLS deployment, which is usually deeply integrated within the core IoT application or its firmware.
The fact of TLS being part of the core IoT application itself slows down the upgrading process of devices, exposing vulnerabilities during moderate periods of time, as highly constrained devices usually require manually flashing the new firmware, or even renewing the hardware. As an example, TLS prior to version 1.1 was already proven to be insecure [38] and therefore all Android devices prior to version 5 are unable to use TLS 1.2 unless a full upgrade of the operating system is performed [47] . Anyhow, current Android applications are able to use third-party security libraries to overcome this problem. However, insecurity persists in time once a vulnerability is discovered. As an example, the use of RC4 ciphers in TLS Android communications apps took nearly a year to drop its usage to 50% after that cipher was announced vulnerable [48] .
Therefore, protocols and network infrastructure should provide the required features to fulfill previous requirements and mostly in an expedited and automated fashion on whichever platform, IoT device technology or software version. In this context, the novelty of the proposed framework is to use SSH as a valid alternative to TLS for protocols such as HTTP and HTTP/2 to transparently establish a secure bidirectional communication between IoT devices and platforms, acting as a complementary independent security interface from IoT software architecture. This includes:
• The proposal of a proxy-like scheme called IoTsafe, which decouples security from core IoT applications, making security independent from the firmware libraries and IoT software. It is based on stand-alone SSH protocol embodiments instead of integrating TLS into the IoT software.
• This approach allows TCP-based application protocols such as HTTP and HTTP/2 to work securely with new low-powered interfaces, even with high MTU and data transfer rate constraints.
• The proposed solution satisfies the security requirements of portability and upgradeability. The results of different tests are presented in next sections so as to support this statement.
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: IOTSAFE
In this section we explain in detail the proposed framework for IoT security. We first include a subsection (A) in which the concept of socket proxification is presented. The next one (B) includes a detailed explaining of our proposal; then, the included protocols and tools are specified (C), and the characteristics of the system are explained (D).
A. SOCKET PROXIFICATION
The proposed security scheme is intended to be modular and stand-alone, relying on the benefits provided by both Linuxbased operating systems and SSH protocol. Its main goal is to grant the highest security level, in the simplest way and transparently. To achieve these features, its communication scheme is based on proxifying sockets in operating systems: proxification consists on forwarding the traffic involving one socket to another socket that can be local or placed in a remote machine. In SSH literature this is usually referred as port forwarding (see Section 7 of RFC 4254) [49] .
In this paper, we will refer to the new socket resulting from this action as a ''proxification of the original socket'' as, for all intents and purposes, it acts in lieu of the original socket. Proxifications can benefit from privilege separation and network packet features as internal marking and filtering. POSIX-like operating systems and many Linux families include these features by default, and they have been deeply implemented and used all over the years.
B. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The families of IoT devices addressed in this article (those using TCP and HTTP) are usually based on trustworthy low-powered hardware that works on a robust but simple operating system/firmware, able to run a single application based on HTML5 content.
This application may ideally run on a lightweight web server with server-side scripting, as e.g. Golang, Node.js, Python or PHP. It may also serve as a front-end interface, with touch capabilities if needed. . 4 shows the traditional approach, based on TLS libraries. In this case, the security features are set during the software development stage, and are included into the binary code during the linking process. The resulting binary is highly efficient, but limited in the possibility of upgrading core security features or configurations as, most of the times, it would be necessary to recompile the whole code after modifying the specific parts implementing the new security features.
In contrast, Fig. 5 illustrates IoTsafe, our proposed scheme using SSH, where the security layer is provided by a proxy entity. It works transparently for the IoT application, making the IoT software independent from the employed security technology and its configuration.
IoTsafe provides two pieces of software: SecurePX, installed in the IoT device, and ServerPX, which consists of a set of software scripts, binaries and configurations installed in the IoT Host Server. In this scenario, the IoT application should run inside a ''network sandbox'' provided by the Linux kernel NetFilter framework, 3 by means of local IPv4/IPv6 policies, such as forbidding all incoming/outgoing traffic except for responses to specific requests.
IoT devices can establish SSH communications with an IoT Host Server through SecurePX, therefore proxifying IoT communications. As shell access is never used, this scheme only relies on SSH forwarding features. This IoT Host Server can act as an IoT Gateway or as a host for an IoT Platform to provide end user services.
All the information requested by the IoT Host Server is exchanged through those SSH connections previously established and thus, the communications between the IoT Platform and the Core IoT Application become transparent and secured through SSH bidirectional channels. These communications are handled by ServerPX at the IoT Host Server, which grants transparent access to local forwarded sockets exploiting Linux user system structure and privilege separation features for security purposes.
PortPX and Fireshell are two pieces of software belonging to ServerPX, which handle specific aspects of communication: PortPX assigns and registers the sockets forwarded to IoT devices, and also monitors incoming communications, whilst FireShell is in charge of handling those incoming/outgoing communications, allowed or denied upon configurations and privileges stored in PXdatabase.
Following this scheme, the IoT Platforms do not have to handle any of these security concerns, and may be designed and programmed assuming all the IoT devices were accessible locally and securely. Besides, neither the SSH server nor the client require any modification, because standard SSH embodiments are usually flexible enough so as to provide and also to limit the scope of all the features required for this scheme. Another advantage is that several communication channels (proxified sockets) can be multiplexed and compressed into a single SSH session. Furthermore, if bursty communications are avoided [50] , as it usually happens in IoT environments, the default OpenSSH code will maintain latency in low levels.
The IoT Host Server should also be able to allow all incoming remote communications from web browsers or specific applications mostly used by the staff in charge of monitoring and surveillance of the IoT infrastructure, as detailed in Fig. 6 .
In these cases, a direct bidirectional connection can be established with any IoT device using TLS: this is allowed when communications established from external applications are addressed through the IoT Host Server. All these incoming connections are secured using a dynamic hierarchical subdomain structure, together with a wildcard SSL certificate.
The IoT device numbers (In) and the IoT Application Port Name (ApPortNameq) are mapped through dynamic subdomains from each request to the IoT device addressee. This allows a remote client to easily access any IoT resource, if the necessary privileges are available. These virtual subdomains allow the redirection of any HTTPS request through ServerPX scripts, as all requests can be protected by a single wildcard certificate. Every HTTP request is parsed and redirected into the TesPX proxy scripts by means of generic Apache rewriting policies, transparent to the HTTP exchange. TesPX acts as a transparent proxy entity towards local sockets (IoT forwarded resources called FwPorts) allowing transparent communication to IoT devices.
A local IoT Platform, hosted in the IoT Host Server itself, can also connect directly to all those FwPorts, but it must first authenticate itself against TesPX to gain access to those local sockets. All FwPorts are protected through FireShell and NetFilter, and also by the Linux user structure and privileges. In order to connect to any of these local sockets, access must be first granted to the local Linux user of the application by means of system calls or HTTP requests performed towards TesPX.
C. INCLUDED TOOLS AND PROTOCOLS
It can be observed that the whole scheme is based on wellknown technologies and deeply tested and maintained software as the Linux Kernel, NetFilter framework, Apache web server, PHP engine, MySQL/Maria DB and SSH protocol, all of them common in most server deployments nowadays.
Installing and configuring ServerPX into an IoT Host Server does not require patching any default software, and it is designed to be able to securely coexist with other existing Linux services. This scheme can also be implemented into other technologies such as NGINX, Node.js or GoLang, improving its performance when several local interfaces have to be used to handle a large number of IoT devices and connections, overriding port limitation range.
It should be noted that this modular scheme is based on proxification rather than on tunneling. For a tunnel to be established, there must be a full encapsulation of incoming traffic. In contrast, the proposed scheme uses proxification and security contexts, providing end to end secure communication between Core IoT Application and IoT Platform by means of three communication segments: These last two segments (2 and 3) are secured by means of security contexts defined by filtering and marking IP packets rules, allowing the scheme to control access and outgoing traffic from proxifications. In the case of an IoT device, the security context may consist of the entire device itself if there is no privilege separation. Regarding the IoT Host Server, each security context comprises an operating system user account and a destination local socket. In order to elaborate on the communication scheme proposed, specific key concepts are next presented in detail.
1) PROTECTED SOCKETS
In this security scheme, in an IoT Host Server, a protected socket is considered as such when its IP address belongs to a set of local ones reserved to this security scheme. All these local IP addresses are handled and protected by default with several filtering/marking rules. In Linux systems, these rules are applied by NetFilter kernel framework and configured by system calls from a privileged user. Default rules defined in the proposed scheme state three general policies as depicted in • Default rule 2. (Type: MARKING): All local traffic should have its TOS (Type Of Service) field reset to zero when both origin and destiny comprises a local IP belonging to the protected local IP addresses.
• Default rule 3. (Type: FILTERING): All local traffic should be discarded if both origin and destiny comprise a local IP address belonging to the protected IP address pool but TOS field is set to zero. Filtering and marking packets happens at different moments of the communication, particularly when packets enter or leave the Linux kernel space. This allows marking packets (from applications), being unable to override the third default rule, but only with another specific marking rule that overrides the second default rule. NetFilter processes rules for each packet linearly in a special way, as it may only apply a single rule for each packet in a given chain of rules. Thus, should a marking rule apply to a packet, no more rules will be applied to that specific packet as it would be already marked. This same behavior applies to filtering policies likewise. Based on this principle, specific marking rules may be defined to override the second general rule and thus, to allow communication at will. As NetFilter provides a stateful firewall service, this marking rule will also apply to responses unless something else is specified, allowing a bidirectional communication. VOLUME 7, 2019 In the unlikely case a local program might try to mark packets by itself, it would not succeed in this attempt of autogranting access to a protected socket, as marking rules cannot be overridden that way. Its marking will not be considered and discarded by the second default rule.
These policies may apply for both the IoT Host Server and the IoT device. However, if the Linux implementation of the IoT device does not provide privilege separation (as it may happen in certain low-cost devices with highly constrained Linux embedded systems), it should be dealt as a single user/application device and the second and third rule would not apply.
2) PERMISSIONS
In this security scheme, user and group permissions are used. The first ones allow processes from a Linux system to access a protected socket. The second ones also grant the same access but to an entire group of users. Each permission comprises the security socket whose access is to be granted and either the UserID or GroupID whose process are to be granted access.
3) SECURITY CONTEXTS
This concept consists of a set of marking and filtering rules for network traffic that help the operating system to define and identify traffic flows in an automated and simple fashion, allowing to extend security from the proxification to the source or destination of the communication.
This security context does not require extra overhead in communications and it is only applicable to local traffic. A set of rules required for a security context to be defined comprises the general ones needed to secure local sockets and an extra specific priority marking rule defined to override the second default rule.
The objective of this security scheme is to enable traffic filtering according to permissions. Permissions thereby comprise user accounts (which map IoT devices, groups of devices and also IoT Platforms or other entities) and destination sockets. However, filtering policies would only allow to take into consideration traffic features. Thus, when access is granted to a user for a socket, a connection_ID is defined and thereby marked into the TOS field, to be able to pass through the filtering of NetFilter. Hence by, a security context is defined, wherein any process from the permission's user account is able to freely communicate towards the protected socket whose access has been granted.
These connection_IDs are assigned to traffic from processes whose users are allowed to access the specific protected socket thanks to a user or a group permission. When access is granted, a connection_ID is generated and also its marking rule is put into action to mark traffic from this Linux user account to that specific local protected socket. However, as the IPv4 field used for this security scheme is TOS, only 255 valid connection_IDs can be generated for each protected socket.
Local IoT protected sockets would usually be set for proxifications of core IoT application sockets (ApPort) from the IoT devices. These applications are not meant to allow huge numbers of simultaneous connections. Usually, only the Linux user account of the IoT Platform is the one which connects to that kind of socket. However, if the Core IoT Application requires to connect to a remote socket in the IoT Host Server (Port_A) through a reverse proxification (RtPort)
When the security contexts comprise a User_ID and a connection_ID, this is mostly intended to grant access to a specific proxification of an IoT device, and thus it is referred as a strict security context. Conversely, if the security context is defined by a Group_ID instead, it is referred as a wide security context, as the related marking rule applies to all Linux users' traffic to the local protected socket to which the context refers.
4) PROXIFIED COMMUNICATION
A process can request to communicate with another process through a local proxified communication involving protected sockets. This can only be done once a resolution of the proxified socket has been addressed. The process may know the ID of the device and the alias of the socket it needs to connect to, but the value of the proxified socket is yet unknown. Hence, it should be resolved through a resolution query against Pxdatabase.
5) RESOLUTION QUERY
A resolution query has to be performed before any proxified communication can start. Through this query, a process aiming to communicate to a proxified socket can obtain the value of the local proxification that leads to the remote process socket. The resolution query is addressed to a local software module called ServerPX. This module checks the user Linux account from which this resolution request was issued and verifies whether it has permission. Once this permission is validated, the user account is granted an access permission as a connection_ID that it is translated into a marking rule. This rule applies only when communicating with that protected socket, and allows the process to override general marking rule 2 in that specific case.
6) KEY MANAGEMENT
A key management protocol does not have to be defined in this scheme, as local processes do not require keys to communicate with IoT devices. Access to proxified ports is gained through permissions and its handling is performed through NetFilter rules. However, it is required as a part of the upgrading procedure of IoTsafe.
7) CONFIGURATION PROFILES
There are two kinds of configuration profiles in the proposed security scheme. An IoTProfile, which consists of the credentials and configurations that an SSH client at an IoT device should use to connect successfully to an IoT Host Server. This IoTProfile consists of some configuration options such as the required proxifying sockets, both direct and reverse. Those options are to be validated at IoT Host Server and cannot be overridden. Connection limits specified for those parameters include:
• Maximum number of concurrent connections per IoT device.
• Maximum number of proxifications (reverse or direct).
In case an IoT device is compromised or hacked, it should not be able to perform any kind of hacking attempt to the IoT Host Server or other IoT devices. This level of security is provided through to the versatility of current SSH implementations, single key using for each IoT device, separation privileges of Linux operating system families and filtering rules of NetFilter. This network framework can log specific hacking attempts derived from rule matching and enable the network manager and third party applications to take action disabling henceforth compromised keys. HostProfile is another configuration profile which defines specific aspects of SSH server configurations and supporting applications. These include the reserved local IP addresses pool, and the privileged local Linux account configurations in which IoTsafe binaries and scripts are run.
D. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM
After the detailed description, in this subsection we summarize and discuss the main characteristics of the system.
1) SECURE BY DESIGN
The proposed scheme considers several scenarios where possible vulnerabilities might appear. As stated before, its security mainly relies upon the SSH protocol and privilege separation of Linux operating systems. Thus, vulnerabilities may arise mostly for escalation privileges, denial of services, and SSH key compromising.
Despite all these potential dangers, SSH has been safely and successfully deployed in all sort of devices and servers over the years. It is however plain that servers particularly require secure and reliable Linux implementations to work securely. To achieve a better grade of security in Linux servers and mitigation procedures to endure potential security breaches, Linux kernel provides an API called Linux Security Modules (LSM), intended to enhance security (double) protecting sensible operations carried out at kernel level.
The LSM API can be used by a defined and configured computer security model as AppArmor 4 or SELinux. 5 Any of these approaches contribute to increase the security of the system helping to address possible unknown threats related to poor security planning, configurations or overseen flaws in the system that could be rendered into exploits [51] . These complimentary features are considered standard in production environments, particularly to prevent root privilege escalation.
It is however clear that, no matter whichever security technology is used (particularly in server deployments), once an IoT Host Server able to address automated updates towards IoT devices is compromised to root level, it is only a matter of time that the whole IoT network it handles gets compromised likewise.
Keeping IoTsafe scheme this simple might not clearly present a barrier for hackers achieving this, but it actually makes the process of hacking the server a more challenging task: IoTsafe minimalist design relies solely on standard and well-known security technology, being straightforward to implement a security-by-design scheme, and in case of security breach, much easier to detect and mitigate it using standard procedures.
All the actors involved in IoT communications through an IoTsafe implementation are shown in In the event an IoT server is comprised to root level through an unknown vulnerability, the options for mitigation are slim as it was previously stated. However, a true diversification effort into the network would provide real and measurable resilience: a positive K-Zero Day Safety metric [52] . A physical diversification effort is achieved managing all IoT devices comprising the IoT network through small Gateways, which gather communications towards IoT Host Servers. Nevertheless, a true diversification able to contain the threat (even in the IoT Host Server) would further require suitable account permissions, SSH configurations and keys management (example 5.1 [52] ) to be set up into Gateways and IoT Host Servers.
2) KEY COMPROMISING
In order to allow a wider flexibility in its deployment, IoTsafe does not suggest any specific algorithm to handle SSH keys. Nevertheless, key management is required less frequently than usual, as neither users nor processes have to access to SSH keys: their connections are handled through permissions and security contexts and this prevents keys from being misused.
Anyhow, in case an IoT device is compromised, the SSH server would only allow a use of the key according the configuration profile corresponding to that specific device, and only whence it works similarly before being comprised it would be unnoticed. Thereby, any comprised device and key would be formally detected and tainted whenever it is detected an attempt to:
• Proxify more connections than allowed.
• Proxify connections using different protected sockets.
• Proxify connections to access other IoT Server socket or remote sockets. In all these cases, the requests would either way be denied by NetFilter rules previously explained. If the scheme embodiment considers it appropriate, NetFilter logs could be processed so as to identify these infractions, making it able to take the corresponding measures: disabling IoT keys from those devices working strangely as they are subject of having being compromised.
In the event of compromised keys being used to generate multiple parallel connections, they would also be ignored and discarded according to the IoTProfile which IoT Host Server also validates.
3) TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
In most cases, IoT devices' communications are managed by the IoT Platform but in some specific scenarios a final application or a final user might require to directly communicate with one of these IoT devices e.g. to activate a relay, to trigger an asynchronous sensors' measure, to connect to a video/audio secure camera feed, etc. In these cases, the IoT devices are required to be accessed by final users transparently.
This communication is accomplished using an inner proxy as a middleware that transparently translates the secure version of the IoT final user application protocol (HTTP Secure, HTTPS) to the unsecure version of that protocol used by the Core IoT Application (HTTP). This inner proxy authenticates the user credentials against ServerPX or IoT Platform records in database.
In this second case, the inner proxy should instance itself on the IoT Platform account to have suitable permissions granted and be able to access to the required protected proxified socket. Such proxy can be programmed in multiple languages. The proxy belonging to TesPX scripts (shown in Fig 5) can be easily deployed using a PHP client (e.g. Guzzle 6 ).
V. TEST SCENARIOS
This section includes the description of the test environments that have been created in order to measure and validate the presented proposal. SSH performance is studied in an IoT Host Server using a Linux operating system. These are the two core components in any deployment of IoTsafe and they are thus analyzed in this paper. The other modules, databases and scripts can be implemented in multiple languages and their required level of optimization depends of the scope of the project they are intended to address. Therefore, the performance of these modules will not be studied here.
Two different scenarios are presented. The first one is designed to measure SSH performance in IoT devices and to compare it with the use of TLS in HTTPS. This is the scenario proposed to obtain the results presented in Section VI. The second one focuses in Host Servers and aims to validate the scalability and the RAM resources required when a high number of connections or channels are to be handled (the results will be presented in Section VII).
A. SCENARIO FOR COMPARING SSH WITH TLS IN IOT DEVICES
The first test scenario, depicted in Fig. 9 , comprises two IoT devices able to support HTTP, TLS and SSH. Thus, we have used two Raspberry Pi equipped with 802.15.4 Openlabs interfaces (based on the at86rf23 Amtel transceiver). Communications are established between the two Raspberries over WPAN: the first one acts as an IoT device, and the second one as an IoT Gateway/Relay. The transmission is conducted on channel 13 (2415 MHz), and the virtual LoWPAN interface is configured on both devices to fragment packets when needed: IPv6 requires a minimum MTU of 1280 bytes, whilst the 802.15.4's MTU is 127 bytes (working with LoWPAN fragmentation, it only offers 96 bytes of payload). Linux kernel 4.7.4 is used, which includes a stable IEEE 802.15.4 LoW-PAN implementation. The transfer rate of this device is set to 250 kbps, i.e. the maximum specified in the 802.15.4 standard. The TLS vs SSH comparison will be performed using HTTP versions 1.1 and 2: we compare HTTPS (HTTP using TLS) vs. HTTP tunneled through a secured SSH channel. Similar algorithms, able to provide an acceptable degree of security, have been selected in both cases.
HTTPS is provided by Caddy, a portable web server [53] which also supports TLS 1.2. During the tests, we use the 'TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384' algorithm, one of those recommended B CLASS in the National Security Agency (NSA) suite for TLS [54] . This suite implements Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman Ephemeral key exchange, using the Elliptic-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), with AES-256 as the block cipher, and SHA-384 for the hash message authentication code (HMAC).
SSH is provided by OpenSSH, configured to work with the same algorithms to establish connection: it uses curve25519-sha256 as an ECDSA key exchange algorithm, aes256-gcm as block cypher and hmac-512 as HMAC (this last algorithm is stronger than the one used in TLS because hmac-sha384 is no longer available as an HMAC algorithm in current OpenSSH default implementations). SSH compression is provided by ZLIB library [55] and can be activated by default editing the ssh_config file.
B. SCENARIO FOR CHARACTERIZING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE IOT SERVER
The second scenario is designed to characterize the major limitations of SSH in IoT Host Servers and the penalty in performance and resources consumption the system suffers according the number of established proxifications, active proxifications and SSH embodiment.
The testbed for this second scenario is depicted in Fig. 10 and comprises two IoT Host Servers able to run multiple communications in parallel. They are virtual servers based on Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM) 7 provided by Linode cloud platform 8 . Each virtual machine is a Linode 16 GB, comprising Centos 7 operating system, 16 GB of RAM memory, 6 virtual cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 2.50 GHz (single thread, single core each) and a local average connection of 1 Gbps between them. The first server (Server_A) is used for running a number of SSH clients, and the second server (Server_B) generates multiple SSH proxifications and sessions to model incoming communications into Server_A.
If Server_B requires to relay proxifications to another server, it would actually play the role of a Server_A generating all the required instances of SSH clients to forward those proxifications. Thereby, the testbed proposed constantly measures the worst-case of the two scenarios (a server receiving multiple IoT proxifications, but also a server relaying multiple proxifications to another server). This testbed should be considered legit, as a full-fledged IoT Host Server should be able to relay those proxifications to third party servers too.
Other variables are taken into consideration such as active/established proxifications and established SSH sessions to clarify its dependence and the relation between them all to suggest an optimized combination to maximize performance.
VI. IOT DEVICE RESULTS
In this section we present the results obtained with the first test scenario, comprising two IoT devices. The main parameters to be measured are the achieved throughput, and also execution times, so as to compute and compare performance and efficiency. Herein The tests consist of performing HTTP GET requests of text files of different sizes, ranging from 4 bytes to 262 Kbytes, simulating shorter and longer connections. This is useful in order to compare different scenarios: short communications are common in querying specific sensor data, whereas longer ones arise in certain telemetry and firmware upgrading scenarios. For each test, 100 files of the same size but random content are sequentially transferred, and the average results are calculated and presented. Note that all the figures in this section use non-linear scales on both axes.
For HTTP, ab 9 benchmarking tool is employed, whilst hdload 10 benchmark tool is used for HTTP/2. Caddy server is proxied through nghttpx 11 to provide support for an HTTP/2 connection through h2c upgrade token and HTTPS/2 connection through h2 upgrade token. 12 Caddy server does provide native support for HTTPS/2 but not for just HTTP/2 and thus nghttpx tool is required. 9 http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/programs/ab.htm 10 https://nghttp2.org/documentation/h2load-howto.html 11 https://nghttp2.org/documentation/nghttpx-howto.html 12 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7540 FIGURE 11. Channel usage efficiency of tested protocols. Fig. 11 shows the efficiency in terms of goodput / throughput rate (the goodput is calculated by the benchmarking tools using the size of the file and the transfer time). It can be observed that HTTPS presents the worst performance for every file size, but particularly for smaller ones. The reason is that the overhead at low rate transmissions is high: when the connection is established, the certificates of each of the 100 requests that compose each series of tests have to be verified.
However, this is not necessary in the HTTP SSH case, as it keeps open a communication channel requiring only one verification. As an example, the efficiency when transferring 256 bytes is 0.3 for HTTP SSH, and only 0.13 for HTTPS. The impact of this issue is reduced when the file size is increased, but the performance of HTTP SSH is always better.
Some reasons can be adduced for explaining this difference: HTTP connections through uncompressed SSH (HTTP SSH) are handled through channels created inside an SSH session. These channels are flow-controlled, so the information contained in several TCP packets can be multiplexed and sent at once through the secure channel. However, this alone does not explain its better performance when the payload is small.
The reason behind this is that the Core IoT application only has to connect to the local SSH proxy, which will be in charge of connecting it to the remote destination socket. During TCP connection handshake and release, several TCP packets are exchanged to configure both sides of the connection, without carrying any part of the test files. However, when using SSH, all these packets are sent locally between the IoT application and the SSH local proxy, so they do not have to be transmitted through the 802.15.4 interface. This saves at least 3 RTT times for each HTTP request together with the task of certificate validation. In this respect, the keep_alive feature [56] can be used to overcome the TLS limitation of having to check certificates after every single handshake request. Nevertheless, this is not a transparent feature, as it requires a valid heartbeat request to be first coded and performed from IoT applications.
Finally, the saving is even higher when HTTP SSH Compressed is used, thanks to the high compressibility of the SSH payload: HTTP datagrams and their own IoT payload are usually plain text with semantic-based descriptions [57] .
HTTP/2 incorporates some of the features already provided by SSH, and this results into a performance boost. The benchmark tool hdload makes use of the streaming feature of HTTP/2, allowing this protocol to reuse existing TCP connections. This fact, together with its binary compressed header, fully optimizes its transmissions. Nevertheless, the provision of decoupled security through SSH with compression will still result in a better performance when comparing to HTTPS/2. In Fig. 12 , the achieved goodput is compared between protocols. This chart is congruent with the previous one, showing again a performance boost on SSH tunneled communications for HTTP, which results higher in the scenario using compression, particularly when the payload is moderate. When testing HTTP/2, this performance increase only happens when compression features of SSH are enabled, and this improves as the file size increases. In Fig. 13 , the impact of using security on CPU energy consumption is shown. The measurements take as a reference the plain HTTP requests. Increases in CPU energy consumption are considered to be proportional to the CPU time needed for these requests to go [58] . CPU time is computed using the ''time'' 13 Linux tool on benchmarking programs and also on SSH when tunneling is used.
In Fig. 14 , the impact of each option on the energy consumption of the 802.15.4 interface is presented. It is also considered to be proportional to the time a communication needs to use the interface. On both figures, an increment in energy saving when using SSH to secure HTTP communications can be observed, wereas a regression when small files are used appears when using HTTP/2. This is due to the extra complexity of establishing tunnels when using SSH. However, as this only happens once, this effect is minimized when enabling compression and once the payload size increases or the number of transmissions between each tunnel establishment is higher.
VII. IOT HOST SERVER RESULTS
The aim of the tests presented in this section is to gauge the performance of the IoT Host Server, mainly in terms of scalability. Thus, potential limitations inherent to the proposed SSH-based security decoupling solution are studied and characterized when a high number of devices are to be managed by a single server. Two implementations of SSH will be used in the tests, namely OpenSSH and Dropbear.
The first parameter to be measured is RAM consumption. In addition, execution time will be evaluated in different tests, so as to characterize its dependence with the SSH embodiment, the payload requests, and the distribution of proxifications in SSH parallel sessions. These results would help to outline other possible SSH limitations, related to the number of established sessions' channels and concurrent proxifications sharing a single SSH session. This scenario includes two servers:
• Server_A, using Centos7, hosts both SSH server implementations. The first one is DropBear 2018.76, built in Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS as stand-alone (portable version and in debug mode). This build is made using a modified version of eglibc v3.10.0 where FD_SETSIZE has been increased to override select() POSIX legacy limitation of 1,024 file descriptors. DropBear was also modified to increase that limit, and also others as MAX_LISTENERS, MAX_CMD_LEN and MAX_CHANNELS. The second one is standard OpenSSH_7.4p1 with OpenSSL 1.0.2k-fips, included in Centos7 by default.
• Server_B, also using Centos7, is a traffic generator gathering both SSH client implementations. DropBear client has been built using the same features and characteristics as DropBear server used in Server_A.
A. RAM CONSUMPTION CHARACTERIZATION
The RAM consumption of SSH servers is the first aspect to be analyzed, as the number of established and active proxifications is mainly constrained by the total RAM consumption.
To proceed into this analysis, each SSH client instance in Server_A, emulating an IoT device, should establish its own session towards Server_B and therefore, the number of sessions between servers would represent IoT devices' SSH connections. Each session gathers one communication channel through which a direct proxification can be established. This is a usual case whence IoT devices need to communicate periodically with the IoT platform in the IoT Host Server.
This test aims to evaluate the RAM consumption of every single proxification related to every IoT device a IoT Host Server is managing, when each IoT device requires just one proxification. Proxifications are gathered together in SSH sessions as follows: let S be the total number of SSH sessions the IoT Host Server manages, and P the total number of proxifications per session. In this case P = 1 and S is equal to the number of total proxifications to be established (total number of IoT devices); all according to Fig. 10 .
The test also allows a comparison between OpenSSH and Dropbear. In each measurement, either OpenSSH or DropBear are used both as client and server, i.e., each SSH session is established using either DropBear client and server or OpenSSH client and server.
As IoT Host Servers also may relay proxifications between them, particularly when a small IoT Host Server acts as a gateway, this configuration (namely ''aggregated'') is also studied and compared here. In this other case, a single SSH session is established from Server_B to Server_A with multiple proxifications on that very single SSH session and thus, S = 1 and P is equal to the number of proxifications to be established, again according to Fig. 10 . The results of this first test (Fig. 15) show the RAM consumption per proxification when they are aggregated into a single SSH session. Once SSH sessions and proxifications are established, each of them is tested via an HTTP request of 1 Kbyte payload. This request is performed through every single proxification in parallel, using a simple client programmed in Golang named ''Concurrent'' in Server_B. Server_A is hosting Caddy web server and it is reached locally from the proxification. Caddy is also programmed in Golang.
The RAM measuring process is performed globally using the '' free 14 '' Linux command through the entire system. Server_A is used exclusively for this testing and free RAM is continuously monitored during the whole process. Its maximum value is measured for three different phases through each test: i) before starting the test (and after '' sync 15 ''), ii) once all SSH sessions have just been established and iii) during the HTTP scheduled requests are performed through proxifications.
As observed from the figure, the consumption of RAM per proxification both in Dropbear and OpenSSH when a single SSH connection handles a single proxification is remarkably high. This is mainly due to the fact that every incoming SSH connection handled by Server_A, instances a completely new SSH server process, which consumes a large amount of RAM. DropBear's consumption doubles OpenSSH's one, as it is stand-alone and every required library is statically linked. Besides, it is built with debug functionalities, which increases its RAM footage even further.
Despite this result can be dramatically improved through severe optimizations in both SSH implementations, it would not easily reach similar figures to those of TLS (tens of Kbytes per session). This is mainly caused by the process instancing for every different incoming SSH session. To mitigate this effect, the proposed scheme can benefit from the current trend in IoT deployment: it is usually required an IoT Gateway to be installed between IoT devices and IoT Host Servers.
This IoT Gateway would act as a small IoT Host Server which gathers small numbers of local IoT devices performing an intermediary role. This approach can be easily rendered using SSH and its proxification aggregation features.
In this case, each proxification between the IoT Gateway and the IoT Host Server requires much less RAM allowing this two-level structure to dramatically reduce the IoT Host Server RAM requirements.
The scenario is now used to run another test, aimed at measuring the dependence of RAM footage per proxification in the server, versus the payload of each HTTP request to be forwarded. In this test, a set of 1,000 active proxifications (handling an HTTP request each) are processed in two different ways: a) each one through its very own SSH session and b) all of them aggregated together into just one SSH session. Different payloads are tested to feature a possible dependence with RAM footage. Fig. 16 shows the results of these tests. RAM footage has little dependence with payload when direct connections from IoT devices are forwarded to the IoT Gateway. However, in an aggregated scenario whence an IoT Gateway forwards proxifications towards an IoT Server, it is clear that OpenSSH renders much worse than DropBear. This is mainly due to Another test is proposed in the second scenario in order to study the possible performance penalty an SSH instance has to face when coexisting with inactive proxifications, and its possible dependence with payload size. This test only deals with aggregated SSH sessions. Each SSH session has 1000 active proxifications (P = 1000) and each of them processes a single HTTP request of different payloads (64kb, 128kb and 256kb).
The required time for completing each test is measured by the script ''Concurrent''. This HTTP client starts all scheduled requests at once and measures both total payload responses and total time to complete all HTTP parallel requests. ''Concurrent'' is launched once all parallel SSH sessions and proxifications have successfully been established. A total of 25 tests of each series are performed and the results averaged and presented in Fig. 17 .
The results show a penalty performance suffered simply dividing the time required to process 1000 parallel requests on each case (T_trans) by the time it is required when there are only 1000 proxifications aggregated in total with no inactive proxifications (T_trans 1000 ). Please note that each test series has its own T_trans 1000 .
These results show little dependence with the payload size, but a strong one with inactive proxifications in the same SSH session. This exponential dependence has to do with the way the implementations of SSH handle every communication channel. Though they are inactive, they seem to penalty the overall performance despite no extra work seems to have been done. The main cause for this performance degradation is the way process' opened sockets are handled: This poor performance is related to the legacy I/O framework used by both SSH implementations, which is not intended for processes with a large amount of sockets (descriptors) to handle. Table 1 is computed from a testbed data of 100,000 randomly monitoring operations across N contiguous descriptors [59] . The table presents the performance degradation in monitoring N descriptors experienced by select() and poll() compared to the performance when N = 10. This performance is computed dividing the time required to monitor N descriptors by the time required to monitor just 10. Both select() and poll() are system calls from a multiplexing driven I/O framework, whose performance penalty behaves exponentially with the total number of descriptors able of being monitored in the process. This is mainly because ''On each call to select() or poll(), the kernel must check all of the specified file descriptors (handled by the process) to see if (the required descriptors) are ready.'' [59] . The Linux kernel, under this I/O frameworks behavior, must always check all descriptors the process has opened, independently of which ones actually require to query.
On the other hand, the performance penalty suffered by epoll() is much lower because it embodies a signal driven I/O API whence the demanding process is sent a signal by the Kernel once I/O is possible on the very specific file descriptor that signal refers to. Furthermore, this smaller performance penalty can be even lowered as it heavily depends on hardware features. In [59] , the author states regarding epoll() that ''the small decline in performance as N increases is possibly a result of reaching CPU caching limits on the test system''.
Due to the limitations of SSH implementations, a session is not able to handle large amounts of sockets. On the other hand, using a session per proxification may not be feasible in all circumstances, as RAM footage is high. In the next tests, we evaluate the slower degradation of having multiple parallel SSH sessions with 128 established proxifications each. However, only 64 sessions out of the total would be active processing each one's proxifications a HTTP request of 64 Kbytes adding up a total of 8192 requests for each test. Again, every test series is performed 25 times and averaged.
As shown in Fig. 18 , as the amount of processes grows, the kernel would have to split the CPU resources between them, leading to an inefficient scenario: a performance penalty is noticed even though no further requests are processed. However, this degradation trend is much slower than the previous one suffered by processes themselves. A performance comparison between both approaches (Fig 17. and Fig.18 ) is summed up in Table 2 . In this table, ''N'' features the amount of unused proxifications (established -used). The tests presented in Fig. 17 were performed having 1,000 active proxifications whereas the tests in Fig. 18 had 8,192 .
Please be noted that only a degradation of 25-32% is suffered once (1024 * 128) − 8192 = 122, 880 unused proxifications are set distributed in SSH sessions (Fig. 18) , whereas degradations of 290% to 400% were suffered when only 9, 000 − 1, 000 = 8, 000 unused proxifications were established through a same SSH session process (Fig. 17) . Thereby, a possible solution for escalation could be this trade-off between SSH sessions and proxifications per SSH session.
B. ESTIMATION OF THE OPTIMAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN P AND S
The next test is presented to calculate the optimal relation between these two parameters: Proxifications per session and number of sessions. In this test 10,000 active proxifications are to be handled in different configurations.
Each configuration will have increased the total number of SSH sessions (S) among which all proxifications (P) have to be distributed into, provided that P * (S − 1) <= 10, 000 and P * S >= 10, 000 and leaving the extra proxifications unused. The time computed to finish a HTTP request of 64 Kbytes through each one of the 10,000 active proxification is noted as T_trans. Y-axis represents the performance comparison calculated as the time required for each test, against the time required by the optimal configuration found referred to as T_trans min . This optimal time is reckoned as the one having the lowest T_trans of the 29958 VOLUME 7, 2019 According to the results displayed in Fig.19 , a reasonable reference ratio between proxifications per SSH session and SSH sessions seems to be P/S = 79/128, for both OpenSSH and Dropbear. This result is, however, only applicable for this scenario, where 6 virtual cores (single thread) are available in the IoT Host Server. The amount of sessions in the previous relation is likely to change if the number of cores differs. Thus, in virtual machines with different number of virtual cores the grade of dependency on the number of cores should be computed to correct this ratio.
Once this optimization has been devised, a comparison between SSH proxification scheme and direct HTTPS connection is of paramount importance for testing the feasibility of the proposed scheme. Therefore, our final test will compare the time spent by each approach, allowing us to compute the Request Per Second (RPS) metric: it represents the amount of HTTP requests of 1Kbyte that can be processed in parallel in just one second by the IoT Host Server. The aim of this test is to measure the server performance according to the approach chosen to establish each communication with the IoT devices. Thereby, several specific conditions are to be met:
• Each HTTPS direct request from the concurrent client in Server_B to Caddy server in Server_A has to be performed independently. Thus, HTTPS/2 will not be able to use its multiplexing features. Tests are performed this way as these multiplexing features are only available when a single client performs multiple requests in parallel (e.g.: loading a website with multiple objects), whereas the present test aims to compare independent communications: one per IoT device, where HTTPS/2 multiplexing cannot easily apply mainly because their origins are different IoT devices.
• HTTPS requests are performed without validating SSL certificates. This task is intended to be done by the client alone and would slow down every HTTPS request as a result. As the aim of the test is to measure the performance of the server, the time for HTTPS certificate validation for each request does not apply this time.
• DNS resolutions are avoided, so as to prevent an unfair performance penalty to HTTPS and HTTPS/2. Each DNS resolution (or even cache query) would increase the time required for each request and would penalize server performance measure as explained through previous point and thus, it is left out of consideration.
• Several kernel and system optimizations are included in this test to overcome security limitations of the operating system. 16 These modifications are mainly intended for avoiding the wrong assumption of an ongoing DDoS attack 17 to the IoT Host Server, which would unfairly penalize much more HTTPS and HTTPS/2 requests.
• HTTP requests secured through proxifications provided by OpenSSH and DropBear are performed as in previous tests. This particularly refers to the fact all SSH sessions and proxifications will already be established before the proper test is run and the measuring time starts to compute. This is scheduled this way because the scheme presented handles persistent SSH sessions from IoT devices to the IoT Host Server. Therefore, when an HTTP request is required from the IoT device, there should be no need in establishing any further SSH session and proxification as they are already established (this is a major advantage of the proposed SSH-based scheme of IoTsafe). Each test series is performed 25 times and the results are averaged. Results of these test series are shown in Fig. 20 using non-linear scales on both axes. The linear behavior of each test series with respect to the amount of parallel HTTP requests shows a stable rate of RPS processed by the IoT Host Server. Should the amount of requests increase any further, some connections would have to be discarded and the effective RPS would decrease due to congestion. Plain HTTP insecure processed requests are displayed as reference.
As a summary, a comparison in terms of RPS and performance has been computed (see Table 3 ). A significant improvement in the performance of IoT Host Server can be observed for both SSH implementations with respect to HTTPS and HTTPS/2: OpenSSH and DropBear. As an example, OpenSSH outperforms HTTPS by a factor of 3 in terms of RPS.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented IoTsafe, a novel communication scheme based on SSH for IoT environments using HTTP or HTTP/2 that fits the security requirements of portability and upgradeability when integrating into IoT devices. It also provides performance improvements in both energy savings and goodput with respect to a TLS scheme, when HTTP is used. Regarding HTTP/2, a performance boost in channel usage and goodput is achieved, in exchange for an increase in energy consumption, but only when small files are transferred and proxifications are to be set frequently. The proposed SSH-based approach allows HTTP and HTTP/2 to work with new low-powered interfaces with high constrains in MTU size and data transfer rates. This is achieved thanks to a proxy-like scheme that makes security independent from the firmware libraries and IoT software. In addition, SSH provides compressing features.
The results show that IoTsafe is a viable alternative in IoT projects. As it relies on well-known protocols and Linux longterm supported technology, it can benefit from its features allowing simpler IoT RESTful applications to be designed as security is decoupled from core IoT software.
IoTsafe allows simpler upgrading procedures, reducing software maintenance costs and extending IoT devices lifespan whilst their security algorithms can easily be kept up to date. This feat is easily achieved as SSH can work stand-alone in IoT devices allowing its upgrading procedure to be independent from the rest of the IoT device's pieces of software.
The analysis of SSH performance in the IoT Host Server concludes that SSH current implementations are suited for both small and medium IoT environments and are able to scale to larger ones using a three level scheme: IoT device, IoT Gateway and IoT Host Server. In the proposed scheme, each IoT Gateway could host and communicate simultaneously with more than 1,000 IoT devices each, with a RAM consumption of 5GB using the stand-alone debug version of DropBear. Anyhow, IoT devices' communications aggregated into IoT gateways towards an IoT Host Server would allow to gather into a single server a far larger number of proxifications than in a plain gateway. A server with 16 Gb of RAM and 6 virtual cores could accept more than 262K established proxifications (262K IoT devices if each one requires just 1 proxification). This implementation could reach a rate of 2,542 RPS with DropBear stand-alone embodiment and this figure could improve up to 3,857 RPS with OpenSSH, in both cases managing HTTP requests of 1Kbyte payload each secured through used proxification.
As future work, the performance could be further boosted if a more efficient SSH embodiment was devised: removing unused SSH functionalities and using a more efficient I/O framework. A promising alternative would stand in Golang. This language provides high performance in those required features (as it uses epoll() 18 ) and also presents an encouraging SSH package 19 which simplifies the development of highly efficient SSH servers and clients. Anyhow, IoTsafe implementations are able to proceed with current SSH embodiments, and in a nearby future, thanks to its unique features in decoupling security from the rest of the software, a straightforward update will be possible just replacing SSH binaries and related IoTsafe configuration files and scripts only. This would extend IoT devices life cycle and cut costs in maintaining its firmware and features updated in terms of security.
